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Abstract Railway and subway systems are regarded as being vulnerable to terrorism.
This article examines different kinds of vulnerabilities in preparedness for terrorist-
induced crises targeting rail bound traffic. Many discussions about critical infrastruc-
tures and their vulnerability to breakdowns and certain hazards are often discussed from
the perspective of technical control systems or advanced mitigation efforts. This article
contributes with another perspective. It is suggested that a wider perspective on what
constitutes vulnerability is needed and the literature on disasters and crises is therefore
informative. Relying on 20 interviews with actors from rail bound traffic and Sweden’s
crisis management system, the article focuses on different actors’ own perceptions of
their preparedness. The results show that the involved actors not only understand
vulnerabilities in preparedness to be a matter of shortcomings in technical security
systems or in the ability to secure trains from acts of antagonistic violence. Rather, they
identify two additional significant vulnerabilities. First, increased organizational frag-
mentation in the sector is perceived as creating vulnerability in crisis management
preparedness. Second, the failure to ensure that relevant actors have a cognitive and
mental preparedness is seen as creating vulnerability.

Keywords Terrorism . Crisis management . Rail bound traffic . Vulnerability . Security .

Public-private partnerships

Introduction

Scholars argue that society is becoming increasingly risk averse and vulnerable to
different hazards (Beck 1992; McEntire 2004; Wisner et al. 2004; Renn et al. 2011). In
particular, society is characterized by its interconnectedness, and our modern and often
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technically advanced systems are becoming increasingly vulnerable to breakdowns.
Research has also shown that critical infrastructure systems, including communication
and transportation systems, supply chains, and information technology and financial
systems appear vulnerable to acts of terrorism (Boin and Smith 2006; Boin and
McConnell 2007; Kapucu 2012). This observation merits further attention since society
today is organized around essential functions such as transportation, food, and care.

This article explores different vulnerabilities in preparedness for terrorist-induced
crises targeting a particular transportation sector, namely rail-bound traffic. The terrorist
events in Madrid in 2004, London in 2005 and in St. Petersburg 2017 demonstrated the
enormous consequences of a terrorist attack against rail-bound traffic, not only in terms
of human suffering but also in terms of major disruptions in vital societal functions. In
addition, print media has often reported on thwarted attacks, and railway and subway
systems are in general regarded as being vulnerable to terrorism.

A paradox seems to exist. The observation that our society is more interconnected
than ever leads one to assume that critical infrastructures require unity when it comes to
their management. In terms of organization, however, we are now experiencing
increased fragmentation. Rail-bound traffic is largely privately owned or operated,
while there are no actors in society responsible for a systematic overview of critical
infrastructures and the many different actors providing services of societal importance
(Boin and Smith 2006; De Bruijne and Van Eeten 2007). Hence, the assessment of
society’s ability to deal with disruptions is becoming practically and methodologically
challenging (Lindbom et al. 2015). In addition to this, a similar development can be
observed in the security and crisis management environment (Olsen et al. 2007;
Coppola 2011). In the effort to meet complex threats and enhance organizational
capacity to respond to events such as terrorist-induced crises, governments at all levels
are reaching out to engage actors from the private sector (Boin and Smith 2006;
Rademacher 2014). Hence, another starting point for this article is the observation that
the number of actors responsible for providing services of vital societal importance and
which are assumed to engage in crisis management is on the rise. It is therefore
becoming crucial to understand this development’s implications for crisis management.
By doing so, we can also better understand the role of the transportation sector in crises,
an aspect which is overlooked by first responders and the transportation system itself
(Edwards and Goodrich 2014).

There is no universal solution to the problem of how to organize crisis management
in the context of terrorism targeting rail-bound traffic. The threat of terrorism varies
among countries, and different parts of the world organize their rail-bound sectors
differently. This article will concentrate on Sweden, which provides the empirical
focus. On 7 April 2017, Sweden experienced a terrorist attack when a man drove a
hijacked truck into crowds on a pedestrian street in Stockholm. The attack killed five
persons and injured 15. This was the first terrorist attack in Sweden since the early
1970s. Accordingly, Sweden has relatively limited experience of dealing with terrorism
and has yet to suffer a major attack on its rail bound traffic system. In theory, countries
with prior experiences of responding to terrorism have learned lessons and developed
mental and organizational preparedness. Turning to countries with less experience we
can assume that the preconditions for bringing preparedness practices high up on the
agenda are slightly different. Hence, Sweden, like other European countries, faces the
precarious situation of having no or limited experience of dealing with a mass-casualty
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attack on its transportation sector. Nonetheless, it must enhance its capacity to deal with
potential disruptive events.

Preparing to deal with the challenges caused by terrorism is described as being a
complex task (Hoffman 2006), and we can assume that preparedness processes are
imbued with challenges and potential vulnerabilities. We can also assume that actors
involved in preparedness have different levels of knowledge and resources and represent
different views on what constitute vulnerabilities in their security and crisis management
practices. Accordingly, taking on a vulnerability perspective and building on 20 inter-
views with rail-bound traffic actors and key players from the Swedish crisis management
system, this article emphasizes the different actors’ own perceptions of their current
preparedness. 1 It is presented in four parts. First, it outlines the global trend lines
concerning terrorist attacks targeting rail bound traffic and discussions about rail security.
Second, it outlines the conceptual framework, presenting how we can analytically
understand vulnerabilities from different perspectives. It gives special attention to the
concept of vulnerability, which has gained momentum in disaster and crisis management
research and is proposed as a useful concept when analyzing vulnerabilities of infrastruc-
ture systems and organizational capacity. Third, the different actors’ perceptions of current
preparedness practices are examined by asking the questionwhat preparatory efforts have
been initiated in Swedish rail-bound traffic in order to recognize the threat of terrorism
and prepare for the consequences of an attack. It also raises the question of what
challenges and opportunities rail-bound traffic actors experience due to an increased
institutional fragmentation. Fourth, and in conclusion, vulnerabilities in the current
system and practices are analyzed by answering the question of what types of vulnera-
bilities have been identified in Swedish crisis management preparedness for terrorism
targeting rail-bound traffic, and how these can be understood.

Global patterns of terrorist attacks targeting rail bound traffic

The phenomenon of terrorist attacks targeting rail bound traffic is a global concern.
Attacks occur in different parts of the world, and have done so since 1970, when
terrorism began to be registered systematically in research databases (Strandh 2015).
Hence, history has provided us with numerous examples of how passenger trains,
freight traffic, stations and railway tracks have been targets of sabotage and different
types of attacks. However, scholars argue that public transportation – rail bound traffic
included – now also has become a target for terrorists whose goal is to cause mass-
casualty events (Jenkins 2012; Waugh 2004; Strandberg 2013; Strandh 2015).

Analyzing attacks against rail bound traffic over a 40 years period, Strandberg
(2013) shows that an overwhelming majority of the attacks since 1970 (1122 attacks
in total) can be categorized as small ones that resulted in few casualties and limited
infrastructure damage. Research also shows that terrorists tend to target different parts
of the railway sector. Since 1970, 46% of the attacks have targeted parked or passing
trains. Yet, 22% of all attacks have targeted stations and 17% have focused on railway
tracks. Furthermore, one can observe a concentration of mass casualty attacks since
2001. Almost half of the 20 largest-scale attacks on rail bound traffic have taken place

1 The 20 interviews were conducted before the recent terrorist attack in Stockholm on 7 April 2017.
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since 2001. Hence, it has been a continuous increase in the number of people injured in
terrorist attacks targeting rail bound traffic (Strandberg 2013).

As a consequence, how to secure rail bound traffic against terrorism has become a
growing concern and researchers argue that more should be done to reduce risk on both
passenger and freight rail. However, it is extremely challenging to secure the sector
from antagonistic acts. Passenger profiling, metal detectors and security guards, all of
which have become part of the landscape at airports, cannot be applied to rail bound
traffic (Jenkins 2012). Meyer (2011) even argues that protective security measures
should focus on limiting the damage caused by explosive attacks rather than on
reducing the probability of an attack taking place. Accordingly, so called protective
design is frequently discussed. Increased collaboration with architects and designers in
order to improve station design is one example. Other security efforts include how to
carry out random searchers of passengers and their luggage, increased presence of
security officers and video surveillance as well as encouraging passengers to report
suspicious activity.

Furthermore, and as indicated, rail bound traffic is an institutionally fragmented
environment. We can compare to aviation which is also described as a fragmented
environment, yet with a uniting and distinctive security culture. For example, there are
many standards and regulations for international aviation safety and security. Similar
institutionalized security mechanism do not exist for rail traffic (Andersson and Vedung
2010). Instead, initiatives to enhance security seem to vary across countries and the
many different actors involved in railway traffic.

Understanding vulnerabilities through disaster and crisis research

It should be noted that much of the literature dealing with critical infrastructures and their
different forms of vulnerabilities tends to focus on physical security, control systems, and
how engineers can prevent breakdowns from taking place (Boin and McConnell 2007).
Hence, vulnerabilities in transportation systems are often understood from the perspec-
tive of techniques and measures to mitigate inherent system vulnerabilities. This article
contributes with another perspective. It is suggested that in the endeavor to explore
vulnerabilities in preparedness for terrorist-induced crises on rail-bound traffic, a wider
perspective onwhat constitutes vulnerability is needed. An entry point is the literature on
disasters and crises, in which for example McEntire (2004, 2005, 2011) and Manandhar
and McEntire (2014) has worked continuously on the topic of vulnerability.

Sudden-onset events tend to draw analytical attention to the dramatic event as such.
However, a vulnerability approach goes beyond the triggering event and also pays
analytical attention to the factors that contribute to harm and determine proneness to a
hazard. Moreover, the vulnerability approach addresses factors determining management
capacity when preparing for and dealing with the consequences of an event. In view of
that, McEntire (2011:298) defines vulnerability as Ba measure of proneness along with the
ability to withstand or react to adverse consequences.^His broad conceptualization relates
to different research fields and their interpretations of the concept.

Traditionally, vulnerability has been discussed in relation to natural hazards such as
earthquakes or hurricanes. A geographic or engineering perspective, understands
vulnerability as emerging when structures and infrastructures cannot resist the forces
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created by a given hazard. A development perspective stresses socioeconomic factors.
For instance, the absence of land-use planning or use of low-quality construction
materials, often in underdeveloped communities, accentuates vulnerability and the
consequences of disaster events (Collins 2009). Furthermore, the social vulnerability
school gives weight to how groups are differently affected by disasters in relation to
factors such as gender, age, and disabilities (Britton 1986; Peacock et al. 1997; Pelling
2003; Wisner et al. 2004; Fordham 2004).

The traditional natural hazard paradigm is seen as ignoring man-made hazards,
including terrorism and large-scale technical failures (Manandhar and McEntire
2014). In contrast, there are now scholars who emphasize vulnerability from such a
perspective. Perrow (2007) states that terrorists’ easy access to technology is one
current concern. Taking a complex-systems perspective, vulnerability is understood as
being created by the inbuilt dangers in the human–technology interface associated with
today’s interconnected systems (Perrow 2007). Vulnerability is also frequently
discussed with a homeland security perspective in mind, in which the hazard terrorism
primarily determines the degree of vulnerability proneness. At the same time, there is a
realization that the potential sources of harm are so many that it is simply impossible to
stop all antagonistic attempts. For that reason, vulnerability is also seen as produced by
permeable borders, difficulties of protecting critical infrastructures, or ineffective
counter-terrorism strategies (McEntire 2005).

From an emergency management perspective, the interpretation of vulnerability
relates to the lack of organizational capacity among key responding actors to carry
out their activities before, during, and after a crisis (McEntire 2005). From a political
science perspective, vulnerability is produced by diffused political structures, inability
to enforce regulations, and incorrect decision making, for instance due to unclear
division of responsibilities among actors (McEntire 2005). According to scholars
(McEntire 2004; Mileti 1999), people’s and organizations’ attitudes and behaviors are
also significant determinants of vulnerability. At one end of the spectrum, organizations
have a fatalistic perspective, seeing crises or disasters as an act of God, indicating a
sense of passivity, while at the other end, organizations overestimate their capacity to
deal with disasters (Clarke 1999).

Drawing on different fields of research, McEntire (2011) finds important intersec-
tions and concludes that the concept of vulnerability is a dual concept. This means that
it encompasses two components, factors that determine proneness (which he calls
liabilities) and factors that are associated with limited response capacity (which he
calls capabilities). Four ways to reduce vulnerability emerge: reducing risk and reduc-
ing susceptibility (involving efforts that eliminate the variables that lead to crises) and
increasing resistance and increasing resilience (including activities that can mitigate
impact or react to the consequences of a crisis). Accordingly, vulnerabilities exist and
require actions, before, during, and after a crisis.

For the purpose of this article, the main merit of a vulnerability perspective is how it
enables a broad discussion on crisis management preparedness, in terms of both factors
that determine vulnerability and factors that are experienced as limiting the response
capacity. From our empirical perspective—that is, how Swedish actors prepare for
responding to terrorism targeting rail-bound traffic—the vulnerability perspective
draws attention to how the actors experience the risk of terrorism, obstacles to current
crisis management practices, and measures to resist and recover from acts of
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antagonistic violence. It thereby captures both dimensions of vulnerability: liabilities
and capabilities.

Examining vulnerabilities

When exploring vulnerabilities in preparedness, some guidance can be found in
national publications and in risk and vulnerability assessments that indicates that train
and subways systems are likely targets for acts of terrorism and that the consequences
could be far-reaching if an attack took place. In order to gain a more comprehensive
picture, as well as to discern different perspectives among central actors, it is suggested
that the involved organizations’ own perceptions of their preparedness practices need to
be examined. Therefore, as stated, empirically this article builds on 20 semi-structured
interviews with rail-bound traffic actors and key players from the Swedish crisis
management system. The role of the transportation actors in particular is considered,
including the role of central rail operators and railway authorities: SJ AB, Green Cargo,
A-Train AB, MTR Stockholm, Jernhusen, the Swedish Transport Administration, and
the Swedish Transport Agency. Each interview was conducted by the researcher and
lasted 60–90 min on average. An interview guide was sent out beforehand to the
respondents so they could reflect upon what they regard as threats against rail-bound
traffic, their particular institutional environment, and their crisis management practices.
The respondents were specifically asked to reflect upon the capacity to prepare and
respond to a scenario involving a mass-casualty terrorist attack.

Rail-bound traffic in Sweden—the threat of terrorism

Similar to other European countries, Sweden has experienced major reforms to its railway
system since the late 1980s. Before the path to deregulation, Swedish rail traffic was more
or less synonymous with the Swedish State Railways (SJ), a state-owned business
administrationwith amonopoly position (Alexandersson andHultén 2007:22). Following
the deregulation process, SJ was turned into a train operating company, and public
procurement by competitive tendering was made possible. The current railway environ-
ment can be described as a patchwork of actors. Still, the Swedish state remains
responsible for infrastructure investments and maintenance and holds a central position
in the system through its ownership of entities such as SJ AB (passenger traffic) and
Green Cargo (freight traffic). There are also subsidiaries that operate train traffic in
specific parts of the country. Moreover, there are companies operating which are partly
owned or wholly-owned by international actors. The Association of Swedish Train
Operating Companies lists as many as 17 companies running passenger traffic and 21
companies running freight traffic (ASTOC 2015). When taking real estate into consider-
ation, additional actors can be added to the patchwork. The state-owned Jernhusen owns a
significant number of train stations, and the Swedish Transport Administration is another
key actor in this field. Moreover, the maintenance of the railway system is carried out by a
significant number of contractors, including state-owned actors as well as international
actors (SOU 2013:83, pp. 49–64).

The respondents in this study— that is, actors from rail-bound traffic and the crisis
management response system—agree that rail-bound traffic must be considered a
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vulnerable target for acts of antagonistic violence. At the least, terrorists could target a
significant number of civilians in crowded and confined spaces. The open character of
the railway systems is seen to cause proneness to attacks and to offer easy escape routes
for perpetrators. The vulnerability also pertains to the fact that there are few actual
security measures in place to prevent attacks from taking place. However, there exist
measures aiming to limit susceptibility, such as camera surveillance, the presence of
security personnel, and the use of open and well-lit spaces to make it harder for
perpetrators to carry out their acts.

The respondents give weight to the fact that companies running passenger or freight
traffic do not necessarily constitute the prime targets as such. However, in terrorists’
attempt to cause far-reaching consequences and achieve extensive publicity, no one
escapes the notion that an attack against rail-bound traffic must be, in the eyes of
terrorists, an Beffective^ target. Despite such risk awareness, the respondents report a
diverse portfolio of hazards in need of their attention, ranging from people stealing
copper and youth gangs playing on the railway or sabotaging the railway tracks to more
severe threats such as lone perpetrators threatening or attacking passengers on trains or
at stations. At the end of this spectrum, we find the threat of terrorism. This is how two
respondents reflected:

BI would say that we are talking about terrorism more frequently today; however,
not in a systematic manner. Rather, we talk about terrorism when particular events
take place; for example, after the suicide attack on ‘Drottninggatan’ in 2010 or in
connection with the Obama visit to Sweden.^ (interview 2)

BI’m sure that it’s not due to reluctance, it’s that it’s almost pedagogically
impossible to introduce this way of thinking. Looking at our director general,
he is on TV or radio every other day since it’s about derailments and poor
maintenance. What should I then do to start working with this?^ (interview 4)

Even though terrorism is not perceived as being the most imminent threat to
Swedish railroads, the respondents agree that it is realistic to believe that a major attack
eventually will strike Sweden (as stated, the interviews for this article were carried
before the very recent terrorist attack in Stockholm, 2017). The respondents described
how there is a tendency among the actors to focus on challenges emanating from daily
and more tangible safety and security concerns. Poor railway maintenance, recurring
mishaps, derailments, poor punctuality and dissatisfaction over lack of passenger
information are examples of topics that are frequently discussed in the media and in
political circles. As a consequence, a vulnerability is seen emerging since less system-
atic attention (or a total lack of attention, according to some respondents) is paid to the
threat of terrorism.

Organization of preparedness for terrorist-induced crises

An awareness exists that trains, train stations, railway tracks and subway systems
appear vulnerable to different kinds of violence. The obvious question, then, is what
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preparatory efforts have been initiated in order to prepare for managing the conse-
quences of an attack.

Organization through preparedness tools

Acomparison can bemade between the types of organizations represented in the empirical
material. The interviews held with first responders—that is, specialized crisis management
organizations—revealed exercise-intensive environments, meaning that they practice on a
regular basis. In combination with their regular exposure to emergencies, they develop a
capacity to operate during chaotic and uncertain situations. The interviews conducted with
rail authorities and rail operators revealed a different picture. They do not have the same
mandate in crises as the first responders do, and this is echoed in the frequency and quality
of resources and systematic attention given to crisismanagement. Hence, if we concentrate
on the preparedness tools available for rail-bound traffic actors, one can begin by
mentioning risk and vulnerability assessments. Each actor is obliged to carry out such
analyses to gain knowledge about hazards, risks, and vulnerabilities within its own area of
operations. Varying opinions can be identified among those respondents who emphasize
the usefulness of their assessments, while others call attention to how it is challenging to
carry out a solid assessment when it comes to terrorism. Their main critique resembles the
fact that very limited information is provided about the actual threat picture, and there is
limited knowledge about how to act if the national threat level changes.

Other preparedness tools include participation in workshops or in table-topic exercises.
Such preparatory efforts tend to include a limited number of people with strategic
positions and take place on average 1–2 times a year. If we look at preparedness initiatives
that focus exclusively on the threat of terrorism, rail-bound traffic actors have participated
in very few, if any, activities. A recent exception is a project initiated by the Swedish
Transport Administration and Jernhusen that focuses on crisis situations at traffic hubs in
the three largest cities in the country and in which the threat of antagonistic violence is
included as a scenario. There are also joint exercises, called full-scale exercises; the last
major joint exercise that focused on the threat of terrorism was held in 2007.

We can conclude from the interviews that the respondents call for a more systematic
approach to knowledge building and exercises. In particular, the growing number of
actors involved in rail traffic is seen as accentuating the need for an organized and
systematic approach. It can be illustrated by the following citations.

BThere are some occasions when the Swedish Transport Administration has
coordinated joint exercises. But this must be systematized and done more regu-
larly. It should not be a one-time event that someone happens to realize is
needed.^ (Interview 2)

BIn the railway system it doesn’t matter how small you are; you can cause a big
crisis for the whole system even if you only drive 20 trains per month, the same
as if you drive 200 trains.^ (Interview 2)

One can discern uncertainties among the actors, and they raised questions
themselves during the interviews. For example, when and how should the railway
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family exercise? Should all actors be included in exercises? Can or should
international owners or operators be forced to participate? The respondents are
all central actors and they hold a significant share of today’s market. Focal persons
at these organizations know each other on a personal basis. They interact and
share experiences, and the importance of trust was frequently mentioned. The
challenge seems to revolve around the capability to bring together the different
actors in the seemingly fragmented environment, and it was suggested that already
established actors must better interact with smaller or newer operators on the
market. As the citation above illustrates, a terrorist attack can strike a minor
company as well.

Another point that was revealed from the interviews is the frequently used concept
of lessons learned and how it implies a strong emphasis on ordinary and regularly
occurring safety and security concerns. Some respondents underlined how a focus on
experiences of already known hazards and events in the past might cause a vulnera-
bility since it hampers the ambitions to reflect on and prepare for unforeseen situations
in the future. There is concern that a behavior is developed in which a Bcrisis
management in hindsight^ culture exists. That is, one tends to focus on past experi-
ences, and this creates a reactive rather than a proactive approach.

BWe had a scenario with a planned bomb, and that was pretty useful. But many
people also felt that it was nothing useful to practice since it will probably never
happen. But that’s what one needs to practice, the thing that one still doesn’t think
will happen.^ (Interview 2)

BWe are so naive in Sweden, we think that nothing bad can happen to us.^
(Interview 4)

The perceived institutional pattern of focusing on well-known challenges was
exemplified in the actual interview situations. Interviewees talked about their previous
crisis experiences in terms of highly critical situations or even in terms of extraordinary
circumstances. However, their exemplifications included trains having vehicle prob-
lems for a sustained period of time or different problems relating to harsh winter
conditions. With respect for such situations being challenging and with implications
for commuters, they are by no means of the same scale as a terrorist attack resulting in a
mass-casualty situation or in a significant infrastructure breakdown.

Organization through collaboration

The provision of services in Swedish rail-bound traffic has shifted from being primarily
an intra-organizational to an inter-organizational task. Also, the crisis management
environment builds on the idea of collaboration across sectors, among different levels
of government, and between public and private actors. It is not surprising that respon-
dents all express resounding support for enhanced inter-agency relations. As one
respondent declared, Bthere is no competition when it comes to security and crisis
management.^ However, it is noteworthy that actors have very different interpretations
of how collaborative actions are supposed to be performed.
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It was mentioned during several interviews that the antagonistic dimension of the
hazard was perceived as adding an extra layer of complexity to collaborative actions.
When organizations prepare for or discuss their capacity to respond to terrorism,
particular organizational intersections emerge. Hence, working with reducing the risk
of terrorism or managing its consequences requires collaboration between intelligence
and police authorities, specialized crisis management actors, and rail-bound traffic
actors. The rail-bound traffic actors explained how they are used to working in
networks that usually revolve around matters relating to information and control
systems or weather-related situations. In such known situations, they know who to
contact and involve in the process. However, in a specific terrorism context, the
situation is different. What stands out is a recurring reflection that information flows
and inter-agency relations in relation to intelligence and police authorities are not as
defined, owing to the sensitive character of intelligence information and different
organizational cultures. This is how some respondents reflected:

BIn Sweden we don’t have real clarity. What does this network look like? What
does the connection to the police authorities look like, then down to the Swedish
Transport Administration and then on to the actors?^ (Interview 2)

BThe preparedness is good but not sufficiently initiated within this specific area.
There is a network based on the fact that we are a small country where most
people know each other and those working on security have their branch
colleagues’ mobile phone numbers. If something happens, the alarm chain will
be activated, but it’s then built more on a personal commitment rather than a
proactive collaboration and a systematic way of working.^ (Interview 1)

The respondents gave voice to an uncertainty about how they are assumed to work
with matters relating to security and terrorism. Above all, there is no common ground
for how the preparedness process should look or how high the level of ambition should
be. After all, there are other hazards and challenges that divert attention.

BWhat is needed is a statement that clearly outlines that we at least have a moral
obligation to work with these issues. They must be put on the agenda, from the
authorities’ side. . . . There is no actor that believes that these issues don’t need
work, but the absence of attention Bvon oben^ can cause it to not be at the top of
the agenda. . . . The absence of terrorist events in Sweden in combination with a
deregulation of rail-bound traffic is probably what causes this uncertain
situation.^ (Interview 5)

One of the most surprising results we can see from the interviews is the very
profound ambiguity of what authority the respondents consider responsible for
managing collaborative efforts to enhance preparedness for terrorist attacks
targeting the railway system. Two government agencies, the Swedish Transport
Agency (responsible for railway safety supervision) and the Swedish Transport
Administration (which owns and is responsible for maintenance and long-term
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infrastructure planning for the railroads) were mentioned most frequently. At the
same time, other authorities were mentioned, including the Swedish Civil Con-
tingencies Agency (responsible for crisis management), the Swedish Security
Service (responsible for counter-terrorism), and the Ministry of Enterprise, Ener-
gy and Communications (responsible for infrastructure and transportation). Most
clearly, a vagueness exists about the division of responsibility between the
Swedish Transport Agency and the Swedish Transport Administration. We can
therefore conclude that no authority seems to hold exclusive oversight of
security-related matters and preparedness for the specific threat of terrorism
targeting rail-bound traffic.

Organization through response activities

If a terrorist attack strikes, first responders will be at the center of the response
network, carrying out rescue efforts with the aim to save lives. The interviews
with emergency personnel showed how they have well-defined roles and proce-
dures, yet a terrorist attack on rail traffic is anticipated to be very demanding in
terms of resources. The point here is that when it comes to other actors, such as a
train company whose train becomes a target for a bomb explosion, the role of that
company in the acute crisis situation is not as defined. Accordingly, during the
interviews, each respondent was asked to describe what he or she envisaged as his
or her main task if an attack took place.

BWe don’t cut open any trains or carry people out. It’s better that those who have
practiced it can do it their own way. If they want help from us, we’re there. . . .
When the situation gets under control, then we can assist with buses or help out in
other ways.^ (Interview 1)

Respondents anticipate their tasks to include taking care of lightly injured passen-
gers, assisting at evacuations by providing resources such as buses, or providing
meeting places for passengers and their relatives. They further stress their role as being
about information sharing and supporting first responders. On this note, and from the
perspective of first responders, the message is that the transportation actors need to
know their roles, mandates, and resources in order to participate in a response success-
fully. They must be prepared to work under conditions of significant stress. This how
two first responders reflected:

BThey (the train operators) have to create an organization for this so they know
what role and mandate they actually have …. When we have established a
command site, we want to see a representative from the affected company, and
this person needs to know its mandate. So they can provide us with assistance and
vice versa.^ (Interview 10)

BThe police, emergency medical personnel, and firefighters know their roles and
responsibilities and are more or less prepared to respond to any kinds of
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scenarios, but other actors we collaborate with are not as experienced with
handling chaos and might not have such a capacity.^ (Interview 3)

Respondents anticipate severe challenges when it comes to providing the public with
information. If a terrorist attack targets an urban railway infrastructure, it means that the
public transportation will be shut down, leaving thousands of stranded passengers. How
to communicate information in such a chaotic situation becomes a key challenge. The
communication aspect also applies to internal communication in the different rail
companies as well as among actors in the railway sector. A prompt activation of crisis
management plans and functions, information for employees, and strategic decisions
for future actions requires effective information flows. As a result of trust-building and
close relationships between focal points at different major organizations, most inter-
viewees feel confidence regarding whom to contact in case of a major crisis. However,
the system is considered vulnerable to a technical communication breakdown. A
concern exists that certain important nodes, such as the Swedish Transport Adminis-
tration, will quickly be overloaded in case of a terrorist attack.

Organization and societal responsibility

A terrorist attack on a central transportation system could result in many casualties
as well as major infrastructure damage, not least because interconnected system
are perceived as having the potential to cause cascading effects. Hence, the
interviews revolved around discussions about major societal crises, and it is
notable how frequently respondents referred to the term Bsociety.^

BWe will soon face a situation when we stay passive; instead, the society takes
action and handles the situation, at least the first 12-48 hours.^ (Interview 1)

BI don’t say that I don’t care if it’s a terrorist attack or not, but it is not our work to
make that analysis and worry about it. We should do our work within our own
area of operation, and other actors, other authorities, and the society at large
should take care of the crisis.^ (Interview 19)

Put simply, it is assumed that a societal crisis will be managed by the society.
Respondents expressed their confidence in society’s combined resources being
capable of managing a major crisis. However, the definition of society or how
actions are to be carried out is not entirely clear. On this note, one rail operator
suggested that there is a need for a shift in focus. On a daily basis, providers of
rail service or other services of critical importance have their main attention
directed toward their passengers or clients. For the rail traffic sector it is all about
transporting passengers as effectively and safely as possible. However, in times of
crisis, the respondent proposed, there is a mounting need for transportation actors
to expand their focus from just concentrating on passengers to also thinking in
terms of a societal perspective. That is, they must have the capacity to adapt to the
situation and have enough resources to work effectively under chaotic circum-
stances for a long period of time and resume operation as soon as possible.
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However, many rail-bound traffic actors have limited experience dealing with
actual prolonged crises.

BWe have never experienced any crisis that has lasted more than a couple of hours
or maximum half a day.^ (Interview 12)

BOur disaster management preparedness has never been activated or really
tested.. .. There are cases when we have taken a proactive role and had standing
stand-by, but then the situation has developed in such a way that it has not
required any further actions.. .. More frequently occurring railway incidents are in
one way easier to manage. You can stop and say, ‘let’s take a break here for 12
hours and rest.’ Then you can return the following day. But with a scenario like
this, with a terrorist attack, we do not have that opportunity and that is the big
difference.^ (Interview 5)

Aspects such as resources, adaption, endurance, an ability to bounce back,
and improvisation are all typically associated with the idea of resilience. This
critical aspect of crisis management was in various ways emphasized by the
respondents. There is a realization that a crisis with significant societal impact
requires resilient organizations. However, constraints to resilience are easily
identified, and minor companies have very few resources and little manpower
to act in what can be described as a resilient manner. Financial resources also
come across as a main constraint for governmental transportation authorities.
The interviews clearly indicated that a resilient approach to complex threats is
hampered by everyday demands on efficiency. Rail-bound traffic actors, govern-
ment authorities, and specialized emergency organizations all face scarce re-
sources and slim organizations.

Fragmentation—Potential implications

Changes on a societal level, including deregulation processes, have profoundly
changed the preconditions for the ownership of critical infrastructures. As mentioned,
Swedish rail traffic has experienced major reforms since the late 1980s and consists
today of a high number of different stakeholders.

One line of reasoning that emerged in the interviews is the conviction that a
fragmented rail environment cannot be considered negative for crisis management
preparedness, per se. It was suggested that the ever-increasing number of train operators
means more actors working dedicated to security. In addition, a few respondents stated
that they think the complexity that is often attributed to rail traffic in Sweden is
exaggerated. A second way of reasoning was expressed by those respondents who
were keener to address the challenges emanating from current fragmentation. The two
lines of reasoning can be exemplified below.

BThe railway sector looks very different today, but I think we are starting to find
our ways of working. At least in those groups and networks I participate in. I can
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see an increased willingness to collaborate and to better understand other actors
and their different activities.^ (Interview 6)

BThe first thing youwill discover when you pick up your contact list and try tomake
a call to another actor is that your contact information is outdated. That is frustrating.
A common saying is ‘every week there is a new rail operator.’^ (Interview 5)

The fragmentation manifests itself through new interagency patterns, with new com-
panies, contractors, and consultants coming onto the market. Moreover, since the dereg-
ulation path was initiated, repeated reorganizations have taken place within government
authorities. The many changes are perceived by some respondents to cause vulnerability
since they make long-term planning and solid knowledge building more difficult.

BWe have been busy with different reorganizations since 1988. There are constant
changes and never time to find some stability. . . . We should be lucky that there
are a few key persons left with very important knowledge and long experience in
this field.^ (Interview 1)

Public–private partnerships are seen by the authorities as the preferred way forward
to reduce vulnerabilities and enhance crisis management capacity. What becomes
interesting is that such collaboration to a large extent builds on trust or good will. In
other words, there is little regulation of private actors’ role in crisis management. The
Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency states that public authorities have the main
responsibility for societal security, but at the same time, Bcompanies should be
informed about threats and risks and are expected to participate in public–private
partnerships^ (MSB 2010:10). Accordingly, the interviewees were asked to reflect on
what requirements, tools, and mechanisms are in place to prepare them for their
expected participation in crisis management.

BYou need a safety certificate, so you can say that it is included in the current
safety supervision already. But I do have a feeling that safety certificates and
current supervision is about how you can handle, let’s say, a, derailment in rural
Långsele and not about your capacity to work with crisis scenarios, exercises, or
crisis management trainings from a broader systematic perspective.^ (Interview 5)

From the perspective of rail operators, there are several safety and security require-
ments in place, most notably the ones posed by the Swedish Transport Agency. The
transportation of dangerous goods in particular is clearly regulated by law. However, a
perceived weakness in current practices is the actual supervision, the way it is per-
formed, and the extent to which it takes the broader crisis management capacity into
consideration. A comparison to neighboring Norway was made by one respondent.

BNorway is very precise and it formulates clear safety requirements, while our
authorities in Sweden carry out supervision on a more general systemic level.
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Sweden also has fewer resources than Norway. In Sweden they pose the question,
do you have a training plan? –Yes, ok, that’s good. This can be compared to
Norway, where they really perform a detailed supervision, looking in detail how
you train.^ (Interview 1)

Since public transport authorities can procure public transport services under com-
petition, the actual procurement process was given attention.

BI would like to see an improved competence when it comes to procurement
processes. Now you tend to think from the perspective of how actors are able to
function during normal circumstances. But what happens if something goes
wrong? What if they cannot manage situations that differ from daily routines?^
(Interview 14)

Today, quality in rail-bound traffic is primarily understood in terms of departures
carried out, punctuality, information, and staff behavior. Hence, much revolves around
an actor’s capacity to function well during normal circumstances. From a security and
crisis management perspective, however, the challenge lies in how to make sure that the
same actor is prepared to handle situations outside normal routines.

Identifying and understanding vulnerabilities

This article set out to explore vulnerabilities in the preparedness for terrorism targeting
rail-bound traffic. The general picture of rail-bound traffic being almost inherently
vulnerable to man-made crises such as terrorism has been confirmed. There are several
security vulnerabilities due to the open character of the railway system, and there are
few security measures in place that could reduce the risk of antagonistic acts. It is
highly difficult to develop structures that could resist the forces of an attack. In addition
to these security vulnerabilities, we can now conclude that the empirical material has
revealed two main vulnerabilities in the preparedness for terrorist-induced crises on
train and subway systems.

First, increased organizational fragmentation is perceived as causing a vulnerability
to crisis management preparedness. It has been established that the many railway
operators, rail authorities, owners of infrastructure, contractors for maintenance or
infrastructure, etc., constitute a patchwork of actors. This development was not per-
ceived by all respondents as causing a vulnerability, per se. However, when such
fragmentation—a continuous rise in actors—is combined with a lack of overview or
lack of management, it indeed turns into a vulnerability with implications for security
and crisis management.

The fragmentation manifests through unclear division of responsibilities among the
actors. It has become apparent that transportation actors experience uncertainty about how
they should prepare. This causes vulnerability in their preparedness capacity since no one
knows how high the preparedness level for terrorist-induced crises should be or whether it
should be given attention at all. Hence, a vacuum emerges in actual systematic prepared-
ness activities. When turning to governmental authorities for guidance on how to prepare,
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there is a marked confusion over whether actors should turn to the Swedish Transport
Agency, the Swedish Transport Administration, or some other authority. Results from the
interviews indicate that there is no coherent overview of the railway sector today, and once
again, vulnerabilities emerge. The preparedness capacity is limited due to a lack of a
systematic approach to preparedness activities, both in terms of preparedness tools such as
joint exercises and the actual supervision of crisis management capabilities. In particular,
this article has demonstrated that there is no systematic preparedness for the particular
hazard of terrorism. As a rail actor, one talks about terrorism, or practices terrorist-induced
situations, only occasionally or not at all.

Second, a lack of cognitive and mental preparedness is seen as causing vulnerabil-
ities in current crisis management practices. At the beginning of this article, it was
suspected that a country with limited experience of dealing with major terrorist-induced
crises might face particular challenges in the preparedness process. On the basis of the
empirical material, we can confirm this assumption. The lack of experience makes it
challenging for actors to make sense of diffuse threats and turn risk awareness into
preparedness actions. In the interviews, it was put forth that Sweden seems to have a
reactive approach to truly major crises. Some even described Sweden as being naïve or
in denial of actual security changes taking place.

A related point to the perceived lack of a cognitive and mental preparedness is the
transportation sector’s unfamiliarity with highly chaotic situations. Terrorist attacks are
foremost associated with law enforcement, fire service, and emergency medical ser-
vices. However, this article has revolved around how rail-bound traffic actors increas-
ingly, through private–public partnerships, for example, are assumed to take an active
role when societal crises occur. An identified vulnerability is therefore the transporta-
tion sector’s unfamiliarity with working in chaotic crisis settings, even though they are
assumed to operate in the more peripheral parts of a response following a terrorist
attack. Their role adheres foremost to avoiding a transportation breakdown and alter-
natively to resuming operation as soon as possible. However, they nevertheless need to
know their mandate and resources and have an understanding of the procedures that
goes beyond daily operation.

Different vulnerabilities have now been identified, and some reflections on how
to analytically understand them are in order. It emerges that no single perspective
upon vulnerability captures the complexity associated with preparedness for
terrorist-induced crises. We can recall the observation that many discussions about
critical infrastructures and their vulnerability to breakdowns and certain hazards
often are discussed from the perspective of technical control systems or advanced
mitigation efforts. Furthermore, a traditional perspective in the disaster literature
understands vulnerability through the lens of a particular hazard or as the likeli-
hood that a crisis will occur. Using McEntire’s (2011) terminology, liabilities are
then the focus of attention, and this perspective was partly echoed in the empirical
material that discussed the difficulty of protecting the railway system from attacks.
However, the two other main vulnerabilities, increased organizational fragmenta-
tion and lack of cognitive and mental preparedness, suggest that other understand-
ings and perspectives on vulnerability also matter. One can stress McEntire’s
conceptualization of vulnerability as being a dual concept, understood in terms
of both liabilities and capabilities. Hence, the two main vulnerabilities identified
adhere to organizational capabilities; that is, many challenges in current
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preparedness relate to actors’ actual preconditions to carry out their activities, their
organizational behavior, and their attitudes. This is an important observation since
how actors invest, prioritize, and organize their preparedness is something they
can actually try to control and enhance.

It is much harder for actors to control the actual hazard or risk of a threat becoming a
real crisis. This calls for further studies of the role of transportation actors when it
comes to preparedness for terrorist-induced crises. They are expected to take on an
active role in crisis management, yet in this case, it appears there are few practices in
place to prepare them for such a demanding task.
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